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Abstract
International theorists have long argued over the longevity of American hegemony and whether or
not the American-centered international order is currently in crisis. What remains largely missing in
many of the analyses of the history and present of American hegemony is an examination of how
maintaining global hegemony affects or has affected domestic American political and economic insti-
tutions. Looking back at the early 1970s, I examine the nexus between the crisis of American global
hegemony in the aftermath of the Vietnam War, the project of neoliberalization in Chile and how the
Chilean socioeconomic ‘‘laboratory’’ set an important precedent for the subsequent adoption of
neoliberal reforms in the United States under the Reagan Administration. The reassertion of
American hegemony was coextensive with a neoliberal project that was initially experimented with
in Chile under the authoritarian rule of Augusto Pinochet.
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‘‘[P]eople were in prison so prices could be free.’’1

Examining historical patterns of international hierarchy reveals a rich and multidirectional diffusion

of norms, practices, and knowledges between dominant and subordinate polities.2 Imperial histor-

ians have for some time now have documented this transnational norm diffusion by looking more

closely at how colonial spaces were in fact laboratories of sociopolitical experimentation.3 Nonethe-

less, this multidirectional norm diffusion and appreciation of the active reverberations from imperial

or subordinate spaces remains largely unexplored by international theorists, for two main reasons.

First, the fact that canonical international theory remains largely predicated upon an assumption

of international anarchy which is construed as a timeless feature of international politics.4 This
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assumption implies a representation of the state ahistorically.5 Furthermore, it construes the global

South as a largely passive and peripheral actor in world history. Second, because of a continuing

Eurocentrism that conceptualizes the ‘‘West’’ as a privileged historical actor by taking for granted

that Western norms travel outbound rather than being the product of interactions with ‘‘non-Western’’

polities.6 Socialization, when it is theorized in international theory, is typically conceived as the

socialization of the non-West into an already constituted European society of states.7 What these two

perspectives imply is a lack of appreciation within international theory of how historical patterns of

hierarchical international relations have resulted in a set of what some have called a colonial archive

that has left significant imprints upon the historical trajectory of Western state-formation.8

Taking the above into consideration, this article explores the conjunction between changes in

American hegemony over the course of the 1970s and the subsequent neoliberalization of the United

States in the early 1980s. While the story of the emergence of neoliberalism has been told through

many different angles, I argue that this ‘‘Reagan-Thatcher neoliberal counterrevolution’’ represents the

normalization of a set of economic theories that were initially experimented within Chile during the

mid- to late 1970s and later adapted within the United States and the United Kingdom.9 Beginning

in the late 1960s with the American defeat in the Vietnam War, and later, the collapse of the Bretton

Woods Agreement, the spike in oil prices and especially the economic crises of stagflation throughout

the industrialized North, American political and economic supremacy was radically challenged. How-

ever, as Giovanni Arrighi has shown, this neoliberal counterrevolution was not simply a response to a

particular economic crisis condition; it was more importantly a political reassertion of American glo-

bal hegemony by the means of economic structural adjustment. Moreover, this project of restoring

American supremacy abroad was fundamentally entwined with a domestic reassertion of governmen-

tal authority. As Greg Grandin succinctly puts it, ‘‘the restoration of American’s global military power

and the restoration of laissez-faire capitalism were increasingly understood to be indistinguishable

goals.’’10 What connects the international dimension of crisis management and hegemonic reassertion

with domestic neoliberalization is precisely the manner in which the operationalization of neoliberal

reform was experimented with and innovated in various informal American laboratories. The Chilean

laboratory in particular permitted, under authoritarian conditions, the radical transformation of the

economy according to principles and theories laid out by the Chicago School of economics. This expe-

rience would then become perceived as the ‘‘tried-and-true’’ developmental model not only across the

global South, but also, with varying degrees, across the North.

This article proceeds as follows. In the first section, I depart from G. John Ikenberry’s recent

discussion on post–Second World War American liberal hegemony. While Ikenberry importantly

draws our attention to the hierarchical components of this après guerre international order and its

processes of norm diffusion, he crucially misses the profound crisis of American hegemony of the

1970s. In the second section, I turn to both Robert Brenner and Giovanni Arrighi to show, first, the

importance of both intercapitalist competition (Brenner) and the collapse of American international

political legitimacy in the wake of the Vietnam War (Arrighi) to account for the erosion of American

control over the global South. Finally, in the third section, I turn to the specific case of Chile and

show how it becomes an important laboratory setting for the experimentation and development of

neoliberalism. This sociopolitical/economic innovation proved to imbricate both a project of

reasserting American hegemony abroad and governmental authority at home.

American Global Hegemony: From the Second World War to the Crisis of the 1970s

In his recent book entitled Liberal Leviathan: The Origins, Crisis, and the Transformation of the

American World Order, G. John Ikenberry reevaluates the post–Second World War international

architecture as hierarchical.11 Although he refers to ‘‘American domination’’ in some of its forms

‘‘as crudely imperial . . . ’’ the thrust of his book is meant to show that the post–second world war
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environment marked a critical break from this colonial past. Post 1945, the United States established

an international order that he characterizes as liberal hegemonic.12 That is to say, rather than being

another form of imperial domination, which as he understands it, implies a relation of hierarchy

between core states and peripheral dependencies, in which the former compels through the use of

force the compliance of the latter, the United States established a consent-driven international order

that was rooted in the ideals of Western liberalism.13 What he characterizes as liberal hegemony is a

form of ‘‘rule and regime-based order created by a leading state. Like empire, it is a form of hier-

archical order—but, in contrast, it is fused with liberal characteristics.’’14 The merit of turning to

Ikenberry’s text is that it rightly problematizes the canonical image of international relations theory

and its theoretical assumptions about the relation between anarchy and international order. Ikenberry

argues that anarchy as such cannot explain the historical evolution of international orders and the

way states interact in such a way that constitutes and preserves a social milieux. As realists see

it, international order emanates from periods of geopolitical equilibrium, in which balancing coali-

tions among various states preclude the possibility of a hegemon from emerging. But such balancing

does not and cannot explain the ‘‘American led liberal international-order.’’15 Hierarchy, as

Ikenberry argues, is a much more prevalent condition in defining the contours and architecture of

international orders than political realism suggests.16

The theoretical core of Ikenberry’s text is that international order revolves around three different

logics: balance, command, and consent. Balance is the central feature of a realist understanding of

international order; command characterizes the condition of imperial governance; and consent, what

Ikenberry takes to be the prevalent feature of American liberal hegemonic order, refers to ‘‘shared

interests and the rule of law’’ that constitutes its historical novelty.17 Of course, such ‘‘logics’’ are not

mutually exclusive in practice; a consent-driven hegemonic order also relies upon instances of coer-

cive power to assure its maintenance. As Ikenberry importantly admits, liberal hegemonic powers

sometimes need ‘‘to discipline and coerce weaker states, particularly in Latin America and the Middle

East.’’18 It also relies on balancing, as the United States did in the context of the Cold War. Nonethe-

less, this liberal hegemonic order actualizes three important institutional features. The first is that ‘‘the

leading state sponsors and operates within a system of negotiated rules and institutions.’’19 Such an

order circumscribes the potential for the arbitrary use of power by the leading state by ‘‘sponsor[ing]

rules and institutions and acts in accordance with them.’’20 Second, the hegemonic state provides a set

of public goods for the international system. Ikenberry follows the literature of hegemonic stability

theory, which sees in hegemonic ordering a net benefit from economic and political stability. Third,

a liberal hegemonic order allows for the establishment of ‘‘channels and networks for reciprocal com-

munication and influence.’’21 Whether in the form of direct lobbying or multilateral institutions,

weaker powers have the ability to communicate their preferences and influence the decision making

of the hegemonic power. These three features mark the constitution of a liberal hegemonic order that,

Ikenberry asserts, fundamentally distinguishes it from past imperial orders.

What characterizes this American liberal hegemonic order in practice is the progressive develop-

ment of various international institutions put in place to guarantee political and economic stability in

the Western world. At the political level, we have the emergence of the North Atlantic Treaty Orga-

nization and its security agreements to counteract Soviet influence in Europe. The United Nations

was organized in 1947 as an international forum for states to negotiate and adjudicate their conflicts.

We have, in other words, a set of rules and conventions that constitute and regulate international

relations in such a way that benefits American foreign policy. Economically, Ikenberry argues, the

contours of American liberal hegemony draws from the internationalization of American New Deal

initiatives. As Ikenberry writes,

Progressive notions of New Deal liberalism became part of America’s postwar vision. The industrial

democracies would provide a new level of social support—a safety net—under the societies of the
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Atlantic world. If the citizens of these countries were to live in a more open world economy, their gov-

ernments would take steps to stabilize and protect market society through the welfare state—through

employment insurance, retirement support, and other social protections. In this way, architects of the

postwar system sought to build domestic support and construct an encompassing political coalition

within countries around the new international order. National security and social security were now

closely linked.22

Part of linking national security and social security was the construction of an international eco-

nomic system that would regulate international finance and trade between Western states. American

policy makers, Ikenberry argues, were cognizant of the relationship between economic insecurity

and crises and the potential for violence. Such an international economic structure was put in place

when the memories of the great depression were still fresh and faith in unregulated markets was vir-

tually nonexistent. The Bretton Woods system of currency exchange, which created the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) and other international institutions, established the dollar as the main

currency of reference by fixing its convertibility in gold. The premise of this financial system was

to stabilize the international monetary order while ‘‘establish[ing] new techniques of international

economic management that gave governments the ability to reconcile movements of trade and cap-

ital with policies that promoted stable and full-employment economies.’’23 In other words, Ikenberry

presents an image of American liberal hegemony as a reflection of its own domestic social arrange-

ments of circumscribed power through institutions, a focus on securing open markets, a vision

of progressive human rights, and the maintenance of law and order derived from the consent of

the governed.

To be sure, this liberal hegemonic order that Ikenberry theorizes reflects a set of problematic for-

mulations that derive from its Western-centric liberal assumptions. Ikenberry is clear that the origins

of this American order initially pertains to Western liberal democracies and progressively expands

outward, especially with the end of the Cold War.24 State and societal modernization is a key part of

this liberal vision, with its emphasis on science, technology, learning, and adaptation.25 In

other words, there is a developmental logic at work in Ikenberry’s text—one that is accepted without

question—a traditional Western/Eurocentric bias toward what he perceives to be the universality of

liberal values: open markets, human rights, democratic governance, free consent toward the inter-

national rules established in and by the West, and so on. The process of expansion of this order

remains the socialization (i.e., through the acceptance of norms and domestic institutes promoting

individual human, political and civil rights) of other nation-states within this particular American

order, which American progressive liberalism clearly embodies and inculcates in various interna-

tional institutions.

Ikenberry’s vision of this American liberal hegemonic international order, its evolution, and

transformation affects how he understands its current crisis. For Ikenberry, this current crisis

involves questioning ‘‘the merits of living in a world dominated by unipolar America.’’26 However,

what this crisis shows is not anything intrinsic in the liberal tradition as he understands it, or its

universal validity that he takes for granted. This crisis certainly does not reflect changes in American

sociopolitical organization over the last few decades. Rather, it emanates from the central geopoli-

tical shift of the end of the Cold War with the emergence of American unipolarity. For Ikenberry, the

crisis at the heart of today’s international order is a ‘‘crisis of authority within the old hegemonic

organization of liberal order, not a crisis in the deep principles of the order itself. It is a crisis of

governance.’’27 This crisis of authority or governance within the international order stems from

multiple sources: changes in the norm of sovereignty, new sorts of threats, and the rise of illiberal

powers such a Russia and China. But Ikenberry’s main focus is on the decision making of the Bush

administration and the choices it made in reconceptualizing a more militant role for American power

(i.e., the Bush doctrine). Bush’s obvious imperial posture redefined the unique role of American
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leadership away from the post–second world war liberal order making it more proactive and reflect-

ing what Ikenberry calls a ‘‘conservative nationalist’’ vision of global order.28 In brief, he does not

consider any of the structural features of liberal hegemony as consequential for understanding the

contemporary political–economic crises.

But is this the only hegemonic crisis that occurred during the six decades comprising American

liberal hegemony till the present? Ikenberry draws a straight line from 1945 to the present. Con-

spicuously absent from Ikenberry’s analysis is the subject of the Vietnam War and the implications

that it had for American hegemony internationally and domestically. We should also recall that it

was in the early 1970s that the international economic and financial system fell into a deep crisis

and ushered in a series of important international structural changes that impacted domestic

economic practices as well: this was when the Nixon administration took the United States off the

gold standard and allowed for a flexible currency trading regime which lead to the liberalization of

financial capitalism beginning in the early 1980s. The demise of the Bretton Woods system and the

larger transition from embedded liberalism to what is now commonly referred to as neoliberalism

does not fit into Ikenberry’s larger argument about what constitutes the crisis and transformation

of world order.29 In other words, Ikenberry’s glossing over the deep-seated economic crises of the

1970s is part and parcel of a framework that sees American hegemony acting in a ‘‘more or less’’

positive manner within its ever-growing orbit of client states.30 Ikenberry never questions the virtues

of American capitalism and its expansion. Ikenberry never asks why the Bretton Woods agreement

failed, or why the New Deal domestic framework or embedded liberalism—the underpinnings of

American liberal hegemony in the postwar period—dramatically changed in such a way as to ulti-

mately undermine institutional frameworks of global capitalism. Put differently, what Ikenberry sees

as a contemporary political and economic crisis of American hegemony is anything but novel; the

roots of this contemporary crisis can be traced back to a set of structural changes in the 1970s and

1980s. These structural changes occurred in tandem within the United States and throughout the

global South as a way of reasserting American hegemony internationally and domestically.

The Global Turbulence of the 1970s: The Crisis of American Hegemony

The most significant crisis of American hegemony in the aftermath of the Second World War

occurred during the 1970s. This largely appeared to be an economic crisis where the economic

growth rates in the United States slowed dramatically compared to the 1950s and 1960s. A crucial

question for political economists is why did this happen? Robert Brenner’s work in The Boom and

Bubble: The US and the World Economy and later in his The Economics of Global Turbulence

attempts such an explanation. Brenner focuses on explaining the dramatic change in economic

growth in the post–world economy to the stagnation of the 1970s. Brenner argues that the economic

crisis of the 1970s was rooted in the very conditions of economic expansion of the 1950s and 1960s.

That is to say, Brenner’s analysis focuses on the rise of Germany and Japan in the postwar world and

their ability to use new productive technologies along with cheap rural labor to establish a condition

of high profitability. The rise of Germany and Japan did not, at first, affect American economic

hegemony. As Brenner writes,

US multinational corporations and international banks, aiming to expand overseas, needed profitable

outlets for their foreign direct investment. Domestically based manufacturers, needing to increase

exports, required fast-growing overseas demand for their good. An imperial US state, bent on ‘containing

communism’ and keeping the world safe for free enterprise, sought economic success for its allies and

competitors as the foundation for the political consolidation of the post-war capitalist order . . . All these

forces thus depended upon the economic dynamism of Europe and Japan for the realization of their own

goals.31
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Ikenberry would undoubtedly agree with this assessment that American hegemonic interests were

tied to the success of Germany and Japan in rapidly re-industrializing.32 What Ikenberry misses

is that an inevitable by-product of smoothing out the ‘‘uneven development’’ within the industrial

North was that certain nation-states became over time economically more competitive than the

United States. Because of this ability to compete against American products and their significant

increases in productivity, both Germany and Japan were able to export more cheaply their products

across the world, thereby undermining US manufacturing market shares. ‘‘[M]anufacturers,’’

Brenner writes, ‘‘were thus able to combine relatively advanced techniques and relatively low wages

to sharply reduce relative costs vis-a-vis those required to produce the same goods in the earlier-

developing US.’’33 Increasing competitive pressures by newly industrialized countries resulted in

the ‘‘aggregate rate of profit in the international manufacturing sector’’ declining sharply.34 This

expressed itself in a transformation of US trade and current account surpluses to deficits, weakening

the value of the US currency. At the same time, the inflexible currency regime of Bretton Woods was

premised on pegging the dollar to a standard price of gold which accentuated these balance of

payment imbalances. As a result of an increase in demand for marks and yen, inflationary pressures

set in domestically in the United States further weakening the prospects for economic growth.

Brenner’s argument is that the economic crisis of the 1970s reflected a ‘‘decline in the manufac-

turing rate of profit across the advanced capitalist economies’’ as a result of ‘‘over-capacity and

over-production.’’35 American firms were placed in a position in which they could not increase

prices in order to keep up with increasing domestic labor costs. Moreover, their profitability was

being undermined because of the higher productivity of their competitors in Germany and Japan.

Brenner acknowledges that this international situation provoked an American domestic political

crisis that the Johnson administration initially attempted to address through fiscal and monetary

austerity. However, this policy did not halt declining economic growth. As Brenner explains, the

Nixon administration realized that the ‘‘political costs of sustaining a serious anti-inflationary policy

proved unacceptable . . . . Well before the defeat of the Republicans in the congressional elections

of November 1970, and as high interest rates threatened to choke off the recovery, the government

turned once again to fiscal stimulus and the Fed accompanied a policy of easy credit. As Nixon was

to put it several months later, ‘We are all Keynesians now.’’’36 The devaluation of the dollar was, as

Brenner shows, a way of shifting the burden of declining profits more evenly across the industria-

lized world (i.e., negating the inherent benefits for German and Japanese exporters). However, this

proved not to be the panacea that state administrators sought in order to reestablish American domes-

tic manufacturing profitability. On the contrary, as Brenner writes, ‘‘By the end of the 1970s, the

manufacturing sector on an international scale was at an impasse, as was the Keynesian programme

of demand management that had been implemented to revitalize the world economy.’’37 System-

wide manufacturing profitability could not be rescued on the basis of fiscal and monetary policies:

the continuation of such policies only furthered a run on the dollar provoking a threat to the ‘‘dollar’s

position as an international reserve currency.’’38 The result was what Brenner calls the ‘‘shift to Rea-

ganism/Thatcherism’’ which reversed fiscal and monetary stimulus in order to ‘‘dampen the growth

of wages, as well as by directly redistributing income to capital through reduced taxes on corpora-

tions and diminished spending on social services.’’39 The emergent neoliberalization of economic

activity, through the deregulation and liberalization of finance and other business sectors, ‘‘aimed

. . . at bringing about a revitalization of, and thereby a shift into, domestic and international financial

sectors . . . by means of suppressing inflation . . . .’’40 Brenner sees the transformation of the world

and domestic (US) economy as fundamentally tied to the crisis of systemic-wide manufacturing

profitability. Neoliberalization was thus meant to address this economic crisis at the very center

of American economic hegemony.

Giovanni Arrighi contests Brenner’s explanation of the worldwide economic crisis of profitabil-

ity as the main factor in explaining the subsequent long stagnation of the 1970s and the emergence of
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the neoliberal alternative. To be sure, Brenner’s work is helpful in showing that intracapitalist com-

petition provoked an important crisis that had substantial reverberations for embedded liberalism

within the industrialized North. In contrast to Ikenberry’s narrative, Brenner sees the economic tri-

bulations of the 1970s as reflecting internal contradictions in the very financial and economic capi-

talist architecture that otherwise appears unproblematized within the wider literature on American

liberal hegemony. Brenner does not, as Arrighi argues, convincingly explain the set of international

geopolitical and domestic conditions that influenced policy choices leading to the Reagan/Thatcher

monetarist counter revolution.41 What Brenner misses is that the crisis of profitability located in the

first world industrialized North was fundamentally refracted by a crisis of American liberal hege-

mony beginning in the late 1960s:

The crisis of profitability that marked the transition from the long boom to the long downturn, as well as

the great stagflation of the 1970 s, were themselves deeply affected by the parallel crisis of American

hegemony which ensued from the Vietnam War and the eventual American defeat. As for the

Reagan-Thatcher counterrevolution, it was not just, or even primarily, a response to the unsolved crisis

of profitability but also—and especially—a response to the deepening crisis of hegemony.42

Brenner, Arrighi argues, misses the ‘‘broader political context’’ underlying this crisis in American

liberal hegemony precisely because his analysis is primarily focused on intercapitalist competitive

pressures (i.e., between the United States, Germany, and Japan) and not on how the United States

was concerned with maintaining its hegemonic position throughout the global South.43 By contrast,

Arrighi shows that the changes in US balance of payments (and the corresponding fluctuations in US

currency prices that would lead to enormous fluctuations in international and domestic fiscal and

monetary policies) were fundamentally part an ongoing geopolitical project during the 1960s: ‘‘the

US government sought to contain, through the use of force, the joint challenge of nationalism and

communism in the Third World.’’44 And, as Arrighi shows, the changes in politicoeconomic policies

beginning with Reagan and Thatcher ‘‘came from the unresolved crises of US hegemony in the

Third World rather than in the crisis of profitability as such.’’45

The Vietnam War was the main event of this larger US project to dominate the global periphery

either through direct military means or the use of proxies. However, the catastrophic engagement in

Vietnam proved to have not only enormous economic implications—the increase in defense expen-

ditures resulted in growing budget deficits at the same time that the Johnson Administration was

busy funding the Great Society initiative—but also resulted in a fundamental crisis of legitimacy.

Internationally, ‘‘the joint military and legitimacy crises of the US world power were the expression

of the failure of the US military-industrial complex to cope with the problems posed by world-wide

decolonization.’’46 Whereas Ikenberry takes for granted that American liberal hegemony ‘‘provides

a basis for weaker and secondary states to make decisions to willingly join and comply with the rules

and institutions of this order,’’ the reality was far more complex and conflictual. Newly decolonized

states were subject to intense American pressure to satisfy its growing economic and political needs

throughout the Cold War.47 Re-industrialization in many northern states, along with ever-increasing

military demands to keep up with the arms race with the Soviet Union by the United States, was

predicated upon the consistent ability to extract primary materials from the global South. What

emerged over the course of the 1950s and 1960s was a set of ‘‘highly effective and efficient

organizational links between Third World primary inputs and First World purchasing power’’ and

resulted in ‘‘powerful vested interest[s] . . . in preserving maximum present and future flexibility

in the use of Third World resources for the benefit of First world states.’’48 There was a tension

between the demands of continuous capital accumulation by the industrialized North (in the global

South) and the progressive demand for the ‘‘exercise of full sovereignty’’ by newly decolonized

states. When it became clear that the liberal hegemon could not directly subjugate Vietnam into
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‘‘complying,’’ as Ikenberry would argue, with its demands, ‘‘the US government temporarily lost

most, if not all of its credibility as the policeman of the free world.’’49 The loss of American

credibility suffered as a result of its defeat in Vietnam resulted in what Arrighi characterizes as a

‘‘power vacuum’’ that was accentuated throughout the 1970s. Events such as the rise of [Organiza-

tion of the Petroleum Exporting Countries] OPEC, the oils crises, the Yom Kippur war and the fall of

the Shah in 1979, all happened concurrently with ‘‘the escalation of inter-capitalist competition’’, as

Brenner has shown, and resulted in a profound economic crisis throughout the North.50 This polit-

ical–economic crisis perpetuated the impression among political leaders and public opinion across

the world that the United States was incapable of addressing this systemic crisis.

All told the conjunction between an international political crisis derived from the Vietnam War

and the crisis in profitability produced (though aided by extremely lax US monetary policy) the

inflationary uptick in the early 1970s and the collapse of the system of fixed exchange rates. ‘‘In

short,’’ Arrighi writes, ‘‘the interaction between the crisis of profitability and the crisis of hegemony,

in combination with the US inflationary strategy of crisis management, resulted in a ten-year

increase in world monetary disorder, escalating inflation and steady deterioration in the capacity

of the US dollar to function as the world’s means of payment.’’51 This finally paved the way for the

dramatic shifts in the set of international and domestic policies designed to reassert American

hegemony. The monetarist counterrevolution embodied in tight monetary and fiscal policies was

designed to reassert faith in the US dollar as the international reserve currency. But what the increase

in real interest rates accomplished in a spectacular fashion was the direct reassertion of US control

over Third World countries that heavily borrowed US dollars in the open market at a time when there

was a massive supply of petrodollars being recycled through Western banks. Such countries faced

ruinous repayment rates that necessitated international organizations such as the IMF and World

Bank provide them with structural adjustment programs. Significantly, such structural adjustment

programs gave primacy to Western corporate interests through deregulation and the ability to

repatriate US dollar assets back home. Direct changes in US monetary policy resulted in a series

of debt crises, that as David Harvey argues, were in fact ‘‘orchestrated, managed and controlled both

to rationalize the system and to redistribute assets during the 1980s and 1990s.’’52 These debt crises

were part of a way of reasserting American hegemony throughout the global South in such a way that

was inconceivable merely through military means.

The American-led liberal order, and its reassertion of hegemony in the 1980s, was in fact predi-

cated upon the very need ‘‘to discipline and coerce weaker states, particularly in Latin America and

the Middle East’’—as Ikenberry writes—through political and economic means. The debt crises of

the 1980s were part of this capacity to discipline. However, these crises, characterized as well by the

explosive development of financial securitization and the proliferation of asset bubbles, represents

what Arrighi calls a ‘‘signal crisis’’ of the ‘‘dominant regime of accumulation’’ of the American

post–second world war order.53 A signal crisis signifies a ‘‘deeper underlying systemic crisis’’ when

leading capitalist entities begin switching their economic activities away from production and trade

to ‘‘financial intermediation and speculation.’’54 This initial move from investment in material

production to the fictitious world of financial speculation and engineering initially forestalls and

enhances the capacity for wealth generation for a certain class. Nonetheless, it cannot embody a last-

ing resolution of the underlying contradictions. ‘‘On the contrary,’’ as Arrighi writes, ‘‘it has always

been the preamble to a deepening of the crisis and to the eventual supersession of the still dominant

regime of accumulation by a new one.’’55 What Arrighi calls the ‘‘terminal crisis’’ is then the ‘‘end

of the long century that encompasses the rise, full expansion, and demise of that regime’’—what is

potentially occurring today.56 The signal crisis of American political and economic hegemony pro-

voked a set of policies to enhance capital accumulations beneficial to American business and state to

the detriment of the global South. What Ikenberry sees as American behavior being ‘‘crudely imper-

ial’’ in certain contexts was in fact the way of maintaining and reinvigorating international forms of
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capital accumulation for the benefit of American hegemony and its allies. As I will show in the last

section of this chapter, this manifestly neo-imperial economic order was not only meant to be appli-

cable throughout the global South; the Reagan-Thatcher counter revolution was also an internal rev-

olution that adapted some of the experiences and practices developed in the global periphery to

reinforce American hegemony at home and abroad.

Neoliberalization in the Americas Brought Home: The Chilean Experiment

As I argued above, American liberal hegemony entered a profound crisis in the 1970s as a result of

intracapitalist competition and the consequences of the American defeat in the Vietnam War. Both

of these factors are missing in Ikenberry’s narrative of American international hegemony, which

only focuses on certain aspects of what Arrighi calls America’s terminal crisis. What is missing

in Ikenberry’s work is any sense of the reassertion of American hegemony beginning in the

1970s that culminated in the Reagan/Thatcher monetarist counterrevolution. In Ikenberry’s frame-

work, as mentioned above, the New Deal era was internationalized in the aftermath of the Second

World War as a way of mitigating the worst excesses of unregulated capitalism to promote social

and economic welfare. Liberal hierarchy here works, as I argued above, unidirectionally from Amer-

ican embedded liberalism and its progressive instantiation in various international organizations and

through the socialization of states into this American-led international order.

What remains unexplored are the reverse impacts: how patterns of international hegemony create

the conditions for domestic institutional change. What were the domestic consequences for the reas-

sertion of American hegemony in the mid- to late 1970s for American domestic institutions? How, in

other words, did the political–economic discourse go from the Nixonian ‘‘We are all Keynesians’’ to

a decade later the famous Thatcherite mantra ‘‘There is no alternative’’ (TINA, i.e., There Is No

Alternative to the radical implementation of monetarist policies and the contraction of the state)?

Indeed, at a party conference in 1980, Thatcher explicitly calls for discipline and fortitude in the face

of a grave economic/inflationary crisis. At the same time, she insists that her policies are to be

considered ‘‘normal, sound, and honest.’’57 In other words, Thatcher promotes the inevitability and

naturalness of her program at the same time as she stresses the urgency of its adoption.

The depoliticized and inevitable necessity for the neoliberalization of the United States and the

United Kingdom is part of what Pierre Bourdieu and Loic Wacquant have shown to be the the man-

ifestation of a vulgate borne out ‘‘of a new type of imperialism’’. As they further add,

[This vulgate’s] effects are all the more powerful and pernicious in that it is promoted not only by the

partisans of the neoliberal revolution who, under cover of ‘modernization’, intend to remake the world

by sweeping away the social and economic conquests of a century of social struggles, henceforth

depicted as so many archaisms and obstacles to the emergent new order, but also by cultural producers

(researchers, writers and artists) and left-wing activists, the vast majority of whom still think of

themselves as progressives.58

Bourdieu and Wacquant point to how the ‘‘cultural imperialism’’ of neoliberal discourse has seeped

into the very vocabulary of economic governance, making it appear entirely natural and self-evident.

As they observe, ‘‘the automatic effect of the international circulation of ideas, . . . tends, by its very

logic, to conceal their original conditions of production and signification, the play of preliminary

definitions and scholastic deductions replaces the contingency of denegated sociological necessities

with the appearance of logical necessity and tends to mask the historical roots of a whole set of ques-

tions and notions . . . .’’59 Indeed, the active concealment of the origin of these neoliberal ideas and

how they came into practice, I claim, points to how much neoliberal discourse forgets its origins in

the crucibles of Latin American neo-imperial experiments.60 What I wish to show is how these
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neoliberal ideas, as part of a larger project to reassert American hegemony, were in fact initially

deployed in the experimental crucibles of South America before being legitimized and normalized

for implementation in the United States.61

To see then the imbrications between the reassertion of American hegemony in the 1970s and the

neoliberalization of the American domestic political economy, it is important to recall that the crisis

of legitimacy provoked by America’s war of attrition in Southeast Asia coincided with the emer-

gence of novel social movements that challenged the social mores of American society. The civil

rights movement, the feminist movement, the sexual revolution, and the student rebellions against

the war effort revealed latent trends of racism, sexism, and other forms of social domination at the

heart of American society. These movements, as Harvey notes, ‘‘challenged the traditional structure

of networked class relations.’’62 Domestic emancipatory developments during the 1960s and 1970s

proved to be part of, what Arrighi describes as, the ‘‘highly depressing experience for the bourgeoi-

sie of the West’’ because it fundamentally called into question the authority of the state and the rul-

ing classes throughout the capitalist world.63 While the 1960s represented an enormous surge in

democratic participation across the developed world, in the United States especially with the Voting

Rights Act of 1965, Samuel Huntington would argue in 1976, such an expansion, along with an

increase in governmental expenditure of social welfare, ‘‘produced a substantial . . . . decrease in

governmental authority.’’64 This happened because democratic participation, for Huntington,

increased ideological polarization, which in turn undermined governmental authority when the

results of governmental action did not fulfill expectations. Indeed, the significant changes in fiscal,

monetary, and social policies in the late 1970s were reflective of this perceived need to reassert

domestic governmental authority. The Reagan administration then worked toward directly challen-

ging the central collective compact between labor, management, and the state that the New Deal

established in order to recreate a ‘‘good business environment’’ for continuous capital accumula-

tion.65 As David Harvey argues, unleashing financial power proved to be a convenient way to

‘‘discipline working-class movements,’’ essentially reasserting a form of class power over a society

riveted by social stratification and the loss of governmental authority.66 But how was this process

legitimized in the first place?

Understanding what Jaime Peck terms the neoliberalization of the state necessitates a detour

through Chile during the 1970s.67 The ‘‘crudely imperial’’ policies of the United States in Latin

America during the 1970s proved to be a crucial feature of the neoliberalization of the United States

itself. The experimental implementation of economic orthodoxy—the deregulation of state power,

financialization, or the unrestrained practice of financial and trading markets, privatization and the

destruction of forms of social solidarity such as trade unions—established Chile as the first large-

scale neoliberal laboratory. Chile subsequently legitimized neoliberal discourse that would prove

to be highly malleable in different contexts. ‘‘The Chilean case,’’ as Juan Gabriel Valdés argues,

‘‘became a model, a unique phenomenon that did not stem from any historical experience. Rather,

it originated directly from what the Chicago Boys termed ‘‘economic science’’: a science to be found

mostly in their textbooks.’’68 It is the implementation and experience of neoliberal revolution that

proved crucial for its normalization as a valid or ‘‘tried and true’’ theory for subsequent implemen-

tation in the United States.

Under conditions of what later became known as shock treatment, Latin America during the

1970s proved to be the crucible for experimenting with the ideas put forward by the Chicago School

of economic theory. In Latin America, economic regulatory mechanisms were radically and quickly

transformed in favor of market-based solutions characteristic of neo-imperial reassertion.69 The Chi-

cago School of economic theory, embodied in the writings and teachings of Milton Friedman, who

won the Nobel Prize in 1976, advocated the deregulation of markets and the contraction of the state

as a way of promoting individual freedom and wealth.70 Following Friedrich von Hayek, Friedman

and other neoconservative proponents believed that markets in general possess an internal rationality
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that nullifies the potential for state domination. The ideas emanating from the Chicago School of

economics depoliticized economic questions by emphasizing how ‘‘markets’’ were able to address

substantive political problems. Neoliberalization, Wendy Brown argues following Michel Foucault,

takes for granted that ‘‘The political sphere, along with every other dimension of contemporary exis-

tence, is submitted to an economic rationality . . . [and that] all dimensions of human life are cast in

terms of a market rationality.’’71 Neoliberalization was then much more than simply the financiali-

zation of the international and domestic economies, as Arrighi argues, but the attempt at completely

rewiring the political–economic form of American liberal hegemony.

The novelty of neoliberalization, as Peck argues, ‘‘denotes the repeated (necessity for) renewal

and reinvention of a project that could never be fixed as a stable formula, and which has lurched

through moments of innovation, overreach, correction, and crisis.’’72 This political–economic proj-

ect was first concretely experimented with in Chile during its own internal crises of the 1970s.73

What was significant in this case was that the neoliberal experiment occurred in the aftermath of the

American-influenced coup d’état by General Augusto Pinochet on September 11, 1973. The election

of the leftist Salvador Allende in 1970 was deemed by the Nixon administration to be a grave threat

to American strategic and corporate interests in the Western hemisphere. National security advisor

Henry Kissinger argued at a meeting of the National Security Council [NSC] that Allende’s program

‘‘would pose some very serious threats to our interests and position in the hemisphere, and would

affect developments and our relations to them elsewhere in the world.’’ Chile, Kissinger continued,

could ‘‘become part of a Soviet/Socialist world, not only philosophically but in terms of power

dynamics; and it might constitute a support base and entry point for expansion of Soviet and Cuban

presence and activity in the region.’’74

In this Cold War geopolitical context, what Valdés calls the ‘‘ideological transfer’’ of Chicago

School economic ideas through their progenitors, the Chicago Boys, was perceived transnationally

by American and Chilean elites as a way of countering the legitimacy of socialist/Marxist ideas. The

Chicago Boys—Chilean graduate students at the University of Chicago, whose studies were

financed in part by the Ford Foundation and the State Department, and who would later become

faculty members in various economics departments in Chile—embarked on the radical transforma-

tion of the Chilean economy.75 As Mario Sznajder writes,

Chile had become a kind of socio-economic laboratory in which a neoliberal experiment was being

carried out with scant political hinderance. In the second half of the 1970s, the military government gave

priority to the economic experiment, relying on its success to legitimise the future political framework of

limited democracy, which in turn would provide the required guarantee for the survival and defence of

the neoliberal model.76

This radical transformation was largely justified as a reaction against everything that Salvador

Allende’s socialist economic program stood for. What was characterized as La vı́a chilena al socia-

lismo, social spending to alleviate poverty, protection of domestic industries, a moratorium of for-

eign debt repayment, made the Nixon administration so fearful of its turn toward the Soviet Union.77

For the purposes of ‘‘shocking’’ the economic system in order to push for dramatic changes that the

Chicago boys would otherwise have been unable to accomplish, authoritarianism and economic

reform occurred hand in hand. The result was that what were ostensibly political decisions, the deter-

mination of the contours of the socioeconomic order was not determined democratically, but rather

by economic experts.78 The authoritarianism of the Chilean coup was characterized by the arrest of

over 13,000 people deemed ‘‘Marxist subversives’’; grave abuses of human rights occurred over a

prolonged period of time, including executions of political dissents.79 Nonetheless, with the econ-

omy in a shambles in the aftermath of the coup, Chile was an ideal place for experimenting with

ideas that had been gestating among the Chicago Boys and their teachers for many years.
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First and foremost, these economists ‘‘radically altered the Chilean economic paradigm, bringing it

into line not just with military self-interest in retaining control but also with the general tendencies of

the world economy.’’80 ‘‘The goal [of the Chicago Boys attempt at reform],’’ as Valdés further adds,

‘‘was nothing less than the transformation of the state, of customs, and of culture’’ but especially, as

Pinochet himself remarked, to engender a complete ‘‘change in mentality.’’81 The explicit purpose of

economic transformation was to tame the hyperinflation of the preceding years, but it proved to be an

opportunity to implement ‘‘a radical economic liberalization program based on the indiscriminate use

of market mechanisms, the dismantling and reduction of the state, deregulation of the financial sector,

and a discourse that ascribed to market forces the ability to solve practically any problem in society.’’82

As a result of the privatization of finance and the lowering of tariffs and taxation, Chile became, as one

New York Times journalist characterized it, ‘‘a banker’s delight.’’ According to this journalist, the

Chicago Boys economically and politically cemented Chile’s position in the US imperial orbit.83

This transformation of the Chilean economy along Chicago School theories, for the purposes of

aligning it, as Valdés argues, with the world economy captured the imagination of a whole host of

academic economists, journalists, and policy makers in the United States and in various international

organizations:

From the mid-1970s onward, the country enjoyed privileged treatment by the IMF and the commercial

banks. Chile was doubtless the country most visited and commented upon by journalists from the inter-

national conservative press, as well as by a distinguished list of academics headed by the most prominent

members of the Chicago School of Economics, including Milton Friedman himself. The reason for this

interest is easy to comprehend: Chile had become the first and most famous example of applying the

rules of economic orthodoxy to a developing country. Foreign trade was liberalized, prices were freed,

state companies were privatized, the financial sector was deregulated, and state functions were drasti-

cally reduced.84

A Barron’s editorial in 1980 quoted Arnold Harberger, a professor at the time at the University of

Chicago who was perhaps even more influential than Milton Friedman with the Chicago Boys, as

arguing that the Chilean reforms were ‘‘the most important reforms made in the underdeveloped world

in recent history.’’ As the editorial further adds quoting an anonymous colleague of Harberger’s: ‘‘The

economics textbooks say that’s the way the world should work, but where else do they practice it?’’85

Implied here is that the economic program of the Chicago Boys is suitable for implementation through-

out the developing world as a way of generating economic growth and efficiency.86 But there is also a

certain implication for what needs to be done within the United States itself that was at the time faced

with a growing crisis of stagflation. Of course, the obvious authoritarianism of the Pinochet govern-

ment and its breaches of international human rights conventions was a significant source of contention

and even opprobrium; Friedman himself would be tagged as complicit in legitimizing the Pinochet

regime through his own trip to Chile in 1975 and his meeting with Pinochet. His awarding of the Nobel

Prize in 1976 was accompanied with protests. But as Corey Robin has recently uncovered, in 1981

American academics including Friedman, Hayek, James M. Buchanan, and Arnold Harberger, along

with their counterparts from many other countries, met in Viña del Mar under the auspices of the Mont

Pelerin Society, to demonstrate the effectiveness of Chilean market reforms and the need to learn its

lessons for the United States itself. The inherent authoritarian setting in Chile should not be seen as

anything detrimental to the neoliberal project. On the contrary, as Robin cites Eric Brodin’s original

commentary on the Viña del Mar conference, ‘‘what is politically possible in authoritarian Chile, may

not be possible in a republic with a congress filled with ‘‘gypsy moths’’ for whom political expediency

often takes precedence over economic realities, especially in an election year.’’87 Again, implied here

is a certain perception that a reassertion of governmental authority within the United States is neces-

sary to address domestic and international political–economic questions.
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The Chilean example represented a success story for a reinvigorated conservative movement in the

United States and the United Kingdom during the mid- to late 1970s. In 1981, Hayek himself would

speak of Chile as ‘‘a great success’’ and predicted that ‘‘The world shall come to regard the recovery

of Chile as one of the great economic miracles of our time.’’88 Chile became the decisive laboratory for

the establishment, more generally, of a transnational post-Fordist economic order which emphasized

flexibility, innovation, and creative destruction. This new order replaced the Bretton Woods currency

framework by privileging the free flow of finance capital as a way of restructuring and disciplining var-

ious internal economies. The transformation of internal economic structures by finance capital was

accompanied by a general sentiment that excessive popular democracy is detrimental to economic rights

and liberties and that market rationality would best determine the distribution of wealth. The neoliber-

alization of Chile encapsulated the hopes and agenda of American’s conservatives to privatize a signif-

icant portion of the state to market forces, to deregulate financial services and lower taxation, and above

all, to suppress the power of trade unions. However, this domestic project to promote economic freedom

at home and abroad was fundamentally connected to the restoration of American hegemony.

The Reagan revolution in the United States largely rested on the dual program of domestic economic

neoliberalization and a pseudo-Keynesian massive armaments buildup. ‘‘The effect of what seemed to

be a confused economic policy was,’’ as Grandin argues, ‘‘in retrospect, a cohesive transformation of

American society and diplomacy—the institutionalizing of a perpetual system of global austerity that

rendered political liberalism, both domestic and international, not viable.’’89 Arrighi argues that tight

monetary policies were designed to resurrect confidence in the United States and its currency. However,

austerity had significant repercussions for American domestic industry and led to a significant disman-

tling of trade unionism, an overarching neoconservative political goal. The great recession of the early

1980s was at the same time an engineered shock treatment that was designed to roll back inflation to the

detriment of state welfare, while accentuating class power. Taxation changes primarily favored wealthy

classes and financial deregulation opened up finance capital for enormous speculative bubbles over the

subsequent thirty years. The effect of this program of neoliberalization conjoined with the Reagan ‘‘roll-

back’’ of Soviet influence depoliticized such economic ‘‘shock’’ transformations at home and abroad.

The neoliberalization of the state and society in the United States and the United Kingdom rep-

resents the normalization of pervious shock treatments experimented first and foremost within the

Chilean neo-imperial crucible. This normalization of radical economic theories through hegemonic

international circuits such as the IMF, the World Bank, academics, journalists, various semiprivate

think tanks in the West, gave rise to what Bourdieu and Wacquant have termed a neoliberal vulgate

that legitimizes a depoliticized program for structural reform across not only the global South but

also within the North as the only viable program to tackle the twin economic problems of growth

and inflation. As opposed to Ikenberry who draws a straight line from 1945 to the present without

so much as noting the significance of the crisis of American hegemony in the 1970s, these years

proved pivotal for a reassertion of hegemony through domestic and international (i.e., throughout

the global South) neoliberalization. This reassertion could not be accomplished by military means,

as demonstrated in Vietnam; it had to come through the radical transformation of domestic socio-

economic configurations that would privilege specific classes that would realign the South within

America’s neo-imperial orbit. But what also needs to be recognized is that this global American

hegemonic reassertion was intimately tied to domestic (counterrevolutionary) changes beginning

in the 1980s. This conjunction between the international and the domestic is more clearly seen in

how ideas, norms, and practices are experimented with in certain spaces, travel across international

hierarchical circuits, and return as normalized and legitimized.
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